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“When Roman engineers built a bridge, they had to stand under it while the first legion marched across. 
If programmers today worked under similar ground rules, they might well find themselves getting much 

more interested in Ada!” 
Robert Dewar, President Ada Core Technologies.



INTRODUCTION

The escape velocity from the surface of  a planet or moon (ignoring the effects of  atmosphere) is 
given by:

Vesc =

r
2GM

R

where vesc is the escape velocity in metres per second, G is the gravitational constant (6.673 × 10-11 
nm nm-2 kg-2), M is the mass of  the planet in kilograms, and R is the radius of  the planet in 
metres. 

PROGRAM STRUCTURE

Let us begin at the beginning (for it’s a jolly good place to start!). The basic structure of  an Ada 
program is as follows:

! -- load packages

! procedure escapeV is
!     -- declarations

! begin
 
!     -- code goes here

! end escapeV;

The statements beginning with -- are comments. The first part of  the program, “load 
packages”, is where the various “libraries” are loaded. These packages allow for mathematical 
functions, and I/O specifics to be loaded. The keyword procedure defines the main program, 
whose name must be the same as the name of  the file. The pair begin and end should be self  
explanatory.  In Ada, it is often the case that the name of  the “main” procedure is the same as the 
filename (otherwise the compiler may complain).

WHICH PACKAGES TO USE?

The first dilemma involves deciding which packages to use. The great thing about Ada packages 
is that they allow overloading. This means that I/O functions will deal with I/O as per the specifics 
of  the data - there is no requirement for specifying the data exactly (as in C). For this particular 
program, the requirements involve performing some floating-point calculations, and likely 
prompting the user, hence the following two I/O packages should be loaded:



! with ada.text_io; use ada.text_io;
! with ada.float_text_io; use ada.float_text_io;

There is also a need to perform some elementary math, i.e. calculating a square-root, so the 
elementary numerical package should also be loaded. 

! with ada.numerics.elementary_functions;
! use ada.numerics.elementary_functions;

Now the program should look like this:

! with ada.text_io; use ada.text_io;
! with ada.float_text_io; use ada.float_text_io;
! with ada.numerics.elementary_functions;
! use ada.numerics.elementary_functions;

! procedure escapeV is
!     -- declarations

! begin
 
!     -- code goes here

! end escapeV;

THE DECLARATIONS

The next part of  the program involves designating the variables to be used by the program. This 
occurs outside the core part of  the program, a concept not that unusual in older languages. So 
what data is needed?

	 escape velocity
	 gravitational constant
	 mass
	 radius

All are floating-point numbers, so will de declared as float. What about variable names? 

! escVel, mass, radius, gravCon

The first three can be declared in the following manner:

! escVel, mass, radius : float;

Note the statement terminator in the form of  a semicolon. As the gravitational constant has a 
constant value, its value can be assigned during the declaration:



! gravCon : constant float := 6.673e-11;

Here the “variable” is also made constant.

The program now looks like this:

! with ada.text_io; use ada.text_io;
! with ada.float_text_io; use ada.float_text_io;
! with ada.numerics.elementary_functions;
! use ada.numerics.elementary_functions;

! procedure escapeV is
!     escVel, mass, radius : float;
!     gravCon : constant float := 6.673e-11;

! begin
 
!     -- code goes here

! end escapeV;

THE INPUT

The first part of  the actual code involves getting the input from the user. Here the function 
put_line() is used to prompt the user, and get() is used to read in the value from standard 
input. Here is what it looks like:

! put_line("Enter the mass of the planet (or moon) in kg: ");
! get(mass);
! put_line("Enter the radius of the planet (or moon) in kg: ");
! get(radius);

See - no input specifications required!

THE CALCULATIONS

The calculations involve one line of  code. It looks like this:

! escVel := sqrt((2.0 * gravCon * mass) / radius);

The only real difference from any other language is the use of  the symbol := for assigning a 
value. 



THE OUTPUT

The final task is to output the results. This is achieved using the functions put() and 
put_line(). Here is what the code looks like:

! put("The escape velocity is ");
! put(escVel, aft=>2, exp=>0);
! put(" metres per second");
! put_line("");

Note that the second put() statement controls the formatting of  the numerical output. The 
clause aft specifies the number of  decimal places, whist exp designates the exponent. The 
function put_line() outputs to STDOUT, and ends with a return.

THE WHOLE PROGRAM

-- Program to calculate Escape Velocity from the surface 
-- of a planet or moon
with ada.text_io; use ada.text_io;
with ada.float_text_io; use ada.float_text_io;
with ada.numerics.elementary_functions;
use ada.numerics.elementary_functions;

procedure escapeV is
    -- Declare the data types as type float
    escVel, mass, radius : float;
    -- Declare a constant to hold the gravitational constant
    gravCon : constant float := 6.673e-11;

begin
    -- Obtain the input for the program
    put_line("Enter the mass of the planet (or moon) in kg: ");
    get(mass);
    put_line("Enter the radius of the planet (or moon) in kg: ");
    get(radius);
    
    -- Perform the calculation of the escape velocity. Note that the
    -- numerics.elementary_functions package must be added to use sqrt
    escVel := sqrt((2.0 * gravCon * mass) / radius);

    -- Output the escape velocity
    put("The escape velocity is ");
    put(escVel, aft=>2, exp=>0);
    put(" metres per second");
    put_line("");

end escapeV;


